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Application Spotlight
Hydraulic Cylinders: Combustion Air and Fuel Control in Blast Furnaces and Power Plants

A popular application for Micropulse® linear position sensors is hydraulic cylinder position 
feedback for valve actuators. The position sensor is installed into the back end of the 
cylinder. The sensing element resides in a cavity that has been gun-drilled through the 
piston and cylinder rod, extending the full length of the mechanical stroke. A magnet ring 
is used as position marker and is recessed into the face of the piston and secured with 
screws or snap rings.

Cylinders are often applied for linearly actuated valves such as gate or globe valves, and 
also in quarter-turn rotary applications for ball and butterfly valves. The quarter-turn valve 
configurations employ mechanisms such as scotch yoke, helical screw, or rack and pinion 
to convert linear to rotary motion.  The absolute and continuous-stroke nature of the 
position signal from the sensor enables full closed-loop position feedback of the cylinder.

Part Number Description

BTL7-E501-M_ _ _ _-ZM-S115 Standard rod-style position sensor, 4-20mA analog, USB-configurable 
stroke, field-replaceable electronics, available stroke 0025 to 7620 mm

1

BKS-S115-PU-_ _ Standard quick-disconnect cordset, available lengths 2 to 50 meters 2

BTL-P-1013-4R Position marker magnet (typically pre-installed by cylinder supplier) 3

BTL7-E500-M_ _ _ _-J-DEXC-TA12 Explosion-proof, hazardous-location position sensor, 4-20mA analog, 
field-replaceable electronics, terminal-chamber wiring, ½”-14 NPT 
conduit opening, available stroke 0025 to 7620 mm

4

Hydraulic Cylinders Drive the Operation of Flaps and Valves to Control the Flow of Gases in the Combustion Process

In any combustion process designed to produce large volumes of heat energy, efficiency and temperature control depend on the amount and proportion 
of intake combustion air and fuel being consumed under varying conditions of demand. Exhaust or “flue” gases must be managed as well, depending on 
whether they need to be bypassed to another process or sent to an emissions scrubber before being vented to the atmosphere.

A hydraulic cylinder with a linear position sensor controls the position of a valve to 
regulate the flow of combustion air entering a blast furnace producing iron.

Illustration showing arrangement of hydraulic cylinder and linear position sensor on the 
combustion air valve.

Key Takeaways 

n  Linear position sensor provides precise position feedback signal to process valve control system 

n  Approved explosion-proof versions allow installation in hazardous locations, such as natural gas control valves

Cutaway illustration showing a rod-style linear position sensor and 
position marker magnet installed in a hydraulic cylinder.
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